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Preface

Discover the transformative power of biblical
philosophies in a world filled with chaos. By
embracing these humble concepts, you can
experience extraordinary results. Tap into
your inner spiritual wisdom to unlock the
true meaning of these scriptures. I can attest
to the life-changing impact of these
philosophies throughout my journey. In the
past, I relied on hope and prayer to make
things happen, but progress could have been
faster. However, after experiencing a
spiritual awakening, I learned this method
was limiting me. Instead, I was urged to
create. This was a new concept for me, having
been taught to pray for what I desired as a
child. Now, I hear the Spirit telling me to
"Create!" This was a profound realization. I
have analyzed some scriptures and explained
how this book can assist you in overcoming
life's challenges and achieving freedom
through the Word.



This text presents a fresh perspective on
interpreting the Bible by using the guidance
of the Holy Spirit and gaining insight from the
Scriptures. John 1:1-4 (KJV) states, "In the
beginning was the Word, and the Word was
with God, and the Word was God. The same
was in the beginning with God. All things
were made by him; and without him was not
any thing made that was made. In him was
life; and the life was the light of men." As you
reflect on this passage, feel the connection
between Spirit and man, we are one with
God! We must protect our state of mind to
create with the Word through spiritual
oratory. How we express ourselves influences
the people we encounter, and our ability to
communicate effectively is known as oratory.
Additionally, the Encarta Dictionary defines
oratory as a "place for private prayer or
worship."



Let us explore the profound teachings of this
book, break down any barriers that hold us
back, and unleash our spiritual potential as
creators. Our spiritual gifts enable us to read,
hear, understand, and speak the Word with
confidence and authority. Paul writes in 1
Corinthians 2:4-5 (KJV), "And my speech and
my preaching was not with enticing words of
man's wisdom, but in demonstration of the
Spirit and of power: That your faith should
not stand in the wisdom of men, but in power
of God," Being aware of your identity and the
source of your wisdom is empowering. As the
creator, God endows the Man of God with the
ability to create. Everything you wish to
create is already within you! It was later
affirmed in Psalms 82:6 (KJV), "I have said, ye
are gods; and all of you are children of the
most High.



According to Genesis 1:26 (KJV), we were
made in the image and likeness of God, gifted
with abilities, and given dominion over
everything. Genesis 1:28 (KJV) states that we
have the talent to multiply our fruits. Despite
these blessings, we often fail to utilize our
spiritual gifts. As children of God, we have the
power to create anything our hearts and
mind can conceive through our faith in the
Word. Reflect on this message and ask
yourself if you are fully operating as the child
of God you were born to be.
Many of us wait for things to happen, but
imagine how different your life could be if
you fully believed in your natural gifts and
abilities to create the world you desire. Your
mind holds infinite power! Today, I
encourage you to take a leap of faith and use
your spiritual gifts to build the life you've
always wanted. Believe that everything you
long for is already within your reach, and
watch as it manifests. We are truly blessed to
possess this incredible power.



What if you could connect with the Spirit to
access life's answers? What if all you've been
searching for has always been right inside
you? How can you explain the synchronicities
that manifest when you pray? Aren't you
curious as to how any of this works?

Most chapters begin with a Bible verse and a
philosophy highlighting our divine potential
to create and lead a fulfilling life. An action
plan and spiritual insight close each chapter.
Remember, you hold the power! Now, let's
begin exploring!



Bible Verse: A wise man will hear and increase
learning; and a man of understanding shall attain
unto wise counsels: To understand a proverb, and
their dark sayings. The fear of the Lord is the
beginning of knowledge: but fools despise wisdom
and instruction. My son, hear the instruction of thy
father, and forsake not the law of thy mother. –
Proverbs 1:5-8 (KJV)

Chapter One

Proverbs 1

The Thirst For Wisdom

Bible Philosophy: Acquiring wisdom involves
seeking knowledge from reliable and intelligent
sources and using discipline to apply that knowledge
toward a greater purpose. A deep understanding of
the world comes from connecting the Spirit and mind
through this process. The proverb highlights the
importance of following guidelines for gaining
knowledge, wisdom, and understanding, which can
be fully grasped by reading the entire chapter from a
spiritual perspective. It also warns against the
negative consequences of rejecting this philosophy.



Action:

Surround yourself with intelligent people who
love to share their knowledge. You can also learn
valuable information from videos, blogs, and
books. It's like adding a superfood to your
intellectual diet.

1.

Develop the skills that allow you to become a
good listener and the ability to recognize
keywords and understand the message.
Sometimes, advice may be given in riddles or
questions, which requires careful discernment.

2.

Learn to establish the discipline of listening
before talking; this will take maturity and is the
primary key to increasing discernment, wisdom,
and oratory.

3.

Insight:  God's Spirit induces the blessings of these
revelations and manifests the power to create. Your
mental abilities are significant in determining your
success, and your discernment will guide you toward
making wise decisions. It's essential to continue
learning and seeking knowledge to improve oneself.



Chapter Two

Psalms 1

Prosperous Meditation

Bible Verse:  Blessed is the man that walketh not in
the counsel of the ungodly, nor standeth in the way
of sinners, nor sitteth in the seat of the scornful. But
his delight is in the law of the LORD; and in his law
doth he meditate day and night. And he shall be like a
tree planted by the rivers of water, that bringeth
forth his fruit in his season; his leaf also shall not
wither, and whatsoever he doeth shall prosper. –
Psalms 1:1-3 (KJV)

Bible Philosophy:  To attract blessings into your life
and stay focused on your goals, it's important to
distance yourself from negativity and avoid dwelling
on negative thoughts. Instead, you should focus on
positive thinking and avoid getting caught up in
negative conversations or emotions. One way to
increase self-awareness is to practice meditation with
positive affirmations, which can help align your goals
with your strengths and abilities. By consistently
focusing on your desires, your mind opens to new
ideas that can lead to abundant possibilities.



Action:
Refrain from getting caught up in negative
conversations, whether with others or in your
mind. Our inner thoughts control our outward
results.

1.

Practice meditation regularly to strengthen your
focus and awareness. Meditate daily for at least
15 minutes to start and increase at your own
pace.

2.

Practice visualization exercises when meditating
to strengthen desire and belief, which produces
stronger faith.

3.

Insight: As we journey through life, our beliefs flow
like a river, carving through the landscape of our
thoughts. Our thoughts hold the power to shape and
transform our beliefs, leading us down new and
exciting paths of growth and evolution. You can bring
anything your heart desires to life with the power of
positive thinking. Begin to focus on what you desire
wholeheartedly, and the law of the Lord will attract
that back to you in your season with prosperous
glory. The longer you can hold your thoughts during
meditation, the faster your manifestations happen.



Bible Verse: And God said, Let us make man in our
image, after our likeness: and let them have
dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl
of the air, and over the cattle, and over all the earth,
and over every creeping thing that creepeth upon the
earth. So God created man in his own image, in the
image of God created he him; male and female
created he them. And God Blessed them, and God said
unto them, Be fruitful, and multiply, and replenish
the earth, and subdue it: and have dominion over the
fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the air, and over
every living thing that moveth upon the earth. –
Genesis 1:26-28 (KJV)

Bible Philosophy: As a creation of God, we are born
to create and dominate! God put the power of
masculine and feminine energy in us. We use these
spiritual energies when we begin to govern our
manifestations. Here’s the short version. The
masculine energy gives us the power to construct and
become stronger, representing our faith.

Chapter Three

Genesis 1

Our Image And Likeness

Breath Of Life



Speak The Word

Action:
Be aware of the energy that flows through your
mind at all times. Meditate with feminine energy
and create with masculine energy.

1.

Govern your thoughts with authority and guide
your words gracefully  (oratory). We create with
words!

2.

Affirm your dual energies and practice their daily
use (faith and hope).

3.

The feminine energy allows us to nurture and
develop, representing hope. By harnessing these
energies effectively, we can triumph over obstacles
and manifest our desires with divine power and
certainty.

Insight: Our manifestations are evidence of the Spirit
interceding, empowering us to shape our destiny
through the Word. Remember, God created with his
Word, so you must ensure your oratory displays your
spiritual connection to creation. Increase your faith
in the Lord, which gives you divinity and power in
your words. What we manifest comes from the mind
of God!



Chapter Four

Romans 12

Renewing Of Your Mind

Bible Verse: And be not conformed to this world: but
be ye transformed by the renewing of your mind,
that ye may prove what is that good, and acceptable,
and perfect, will of God. – Romans 12:2 (KJV) Be not
wise in your own conceits. – Romans 12:16 (KJV)

Bible Philosophy:    We must repent and renew our
minds through meditation to achieve harmony with
God and avoid conforming to this world. If our
thoughts no longer align with the Spirit, we should
pause and refocus. These practices will help us know
when we are off track and initiate our restoration
process. Remember, pride will not lead us toward
spiritual guidance.



Action:
Ask God for forgiveness and to renew your mind.1.
Meditate daily and regain focus on positive
thinking.

2.

Thirst for wisdom  (read, write, listen), get
inspired!

3.

Govern your awareness and focus your attention
on the Lord.

4.

Affirm your kinship with God and recognize your
divinity.

5.

Insight: Finally brethren, whatsoever things are true,
whatsoever things are honest, whatsoever things are
just, whatsoever things are pure, whatsoever things
are lovely, whatsoever things are of good report; if
there be any virtue, and if there be any praise, think
on these things. – Philippians 4:8 (KJV). Give praise
that God created you with perfection, and the will of
God is to bring you back to harmony, which lies in
the bond between Spirit and Man, not the world.
Make pride disappear by restoring the connection
between you and God. Amen.

God
Man



Chapter Five

Hebrews 11

Faith

Bible Verse:  Now faith is the substance of things
hoped for, the evidence of things not seen. For by it
the elders obtained a good report. Through faith we
understand that the worlds were framed by the word
of God, so that things which are seen were not made
of things which do appear. – Hebrews 11: 1-3 (KJV)

Bible Philosophy:  Faith is the key to unlocking
possibilities. Our belief system has a tremendous
influence in shaping our reality. As we set out to
manifest our desires, the connection between the
Spirit and mind transforms our hopes into tangible
possessions. We are the architects of our destinies,
starting with the thoughts in our minds that the Spirit
influences. Our thoughts have the power to shape our
world, and our faith determines what is possible. We
no longer have to hope and pray; we can create
through faith. God gave us the wisdom and
understanding to manifest through the Spirit; this is
when God and Man unite to create as one.



Action:
Develop self-motivation so there is no outside
force to start or stop you.

1.

Start working with puzzles to boost your ability to
turn chaos into peace, building patience and
vision.

2.

Understand that faith works like exercising. The
more you practice it, the stronger it gets.

3.

Insight:  But without faith it is impossible to please
him: for he that cometh to God must believe that he
is, and that he is a rewarder of them that diligently
seek him. – Hebrews 11:6 (KJV). Faith that you are
aligned with God and seek divine guidance can
induce significant rewards. Through our imagination,
we can view the world through God's eyes and use
our beliefs to create. If you have strong faith, your
creations will come to fruition faster, leading to a
more fulfilling life. The teachings of God help us
comprehend "the substance of things hoped for," and
our thoughts and beliefs are brought to life by the
Spirit through the Word.



Bible Verse:  And thou Solomon my son, know the
God of thy father, and serve him with a perfect heart
and with a willing mind: for the LORD searcheth all
hearts, and understandeth all the imaginations of the
thoughts: if thou seek him, he will be found of thee;
but if thou forsake him, he will cast thee off for ever.
– 1 Chronicles 28:9 (KJV)

Bible Philosophy:  Our deepest desires are born in
our hearts, and we envision how they can materialize
into reality. We contemplate how accomplishing
them would make us feel and the position we would
be in once we attain them. This verse emphasizes
that creation originates from the heart, the source of
our passion. The Spirit examines our hearts to
discover our desires, and when we find God in our
hearts, our passions begin to take shape, just as God
created man. Our heartfelt intentions are the
foundation for our manifestations, turning our
imagination into reality. 

Chapter Six

1 Chronicles 28

Imagination

The heart provides

The mind receives



The key is to imagine the end result in our minds to
make our aspirations more attainable and strive
towards them with the help of the Spirit, which
provides us with vivid images. Visualize achieving
the objective and rejoicing in the victory; reverse
thinking indicates our capacity to fulfill our desires.
Also, as you step out on faith, your imagination will
provide the perseverance to keep pushing. 

Action:
Draw your vision out on paper or write down
what you envisioned. 

1.

Make a detailed plan of action according to your
imagination.

2.

Don't wait; act immediately! Faith without works
is dead – James 2:20 (KJV)

3.



Insight: Our imagination serves as our inner prophet
for what God has planned for us. We must have faith
in the potential of these visions coming to fruition
and trust that God will provide clarity. As Matthew
6:10 (KJV) says, "thy will be done in earth as it is in
heaven." Following God's guidance can lead us to our
destiny. If we doubt ourselves or hesitate to take
action, our dreams may remain unfulfilled.
Therefore, we must have faith and use imagination to
realize our visions.

I can bring my

heavenly

possessions to my

real life



Chapter Seven

Matthew 18

Enter The Kingdom

Bible Verse: And said, Verily I say unto you, Except
ye be converted, and become as little children, ye
shall not enter into the kingdom of heaven.
Whosoever therefore shall humble himself as this
little child, the same is greatest in the kingdom of
heaven. – Matthew 18: 3-4 (KJV)

Bible Philosophy: This verse reminds us of our pure
and unbridled faith as children. As kids, we never
believed in limitations and thought we could achieve
anything without understanding the effort required.
We held a sense of unwavering optimism that
anything was possible. Regarding our dreams and
aspirations, we should adopt this same level of belief.
During moments of visualization, God shows us what
is already possible and connects our desires with the
Spirit.



Action:
When your imagination starts running like a
child, note your current state of mind and how it
makes you feel.

1.

Get excited and have a child-like curiosity about
your vision. Get to it!

2.

If doubt arises, affirm your oneness with God,
and remember your heavenly treasures are
already here!

3.

Insight:  The person who quiets the doubts of the
flesh controls the belief system that the Spirit uses to
create. To succeed in creating, it is crucial to have
child-like determination and not consider failure an
option. Connect with the Spirit inside you, which
resides in the kingdom of heaven where all your
treasures are stored, and access the power of
creation. Strong belief gets you into the kingdom.



Chapter Eight

Isaiah 65

Creation

Bible Verse: For, behold, I create new heavens and a
new earth: and the former shall not be remembered,
nor come into mind. But be ye glad and rejoice for
ever in that which I create: for behold, I create
Jerusalem a rejoicing, and her people a joy. And I will
rejoice in Jerusalem, and joy in my people: and the
voice of weeping shall be no more heard in her, nor
the voice of crying. – Isaiah 65: 17-19 (KJV)

Bible Philosophy: To effect a change, one must
possess the courage to confront the unknown, step
into the darkness, and create the light. A mindset
change is needed to create a new belief system that
brings everlasting joy and the blessing of peace. By
relinquishing the burdens of the past and embracing
unknown experiences, we can bear witness to a
rekindled spirit within ourselves. That he who
blesseth himself in the earth shall bless himself in the
God of truth; because the former troubles are
forgotten, and because they are hid from mine eyes. –
Isaiah 65:16 (KJV).



Action:

Start thanking God for the new changes in your
life before you even see the changes  (faith-
building).

1.

Show gratitude for overcoming your flaws to
build your self-confidence.

2.

Recognize the light you hold and your new power.
Be thankful for what God has put in you!

3.

Take an oath to be truthful with yourself in
everything you do (this is blessing yourself!)

4.

Insight:  We must forgive ourselves and release any
pain from the past to form a fresh perspective and
align with God. Dwelling on past events hinders our
ability to create a better future. Instead, try to
celebrate and allow the Spirit to bless you rather
than focus on your pain. You can experience
abundant love and happiness with a positive attitude.
The key is to create a better you before you can
create a better life. "With God all things are possible,"
Matthew 19:26 (KJV).



Bible Verse:  If ye have heard of the dispensation of
the grace of God which is given me to you-ward: How
that by revelation he made known unto me the
mystery; (as I wrote afore in few words, Whereby,
when ye read, ye may understand my knowledge in
the mystery of Christ) Which in other ages was not
made known unto the sons of men, as it is now
revealed unto his holy apostles and prophets by the
Spirit; – Ephesians 3: 2-5 (KJV)

Chapter Nine

Ephesians 3

The Anointing

Bible Philosophy: God will reveal through his Word
that we inherited the same anointing described in the
text about Christ. As a result, we possess the mind of
the Creator and are blessed with limitless potential.
By studying the Word, we can connect with God and
unlock the mystery of our divine nature. Let this
mind be in you, which was also in Christ Jesus: Who,
being in the form of God, thought it not robbery to be
equal with God: – Philippians 2:5-6 (KJV).



Action:
Acknowledge your divinity and connection with
God.

1.

Listen to the Spirit within and have an open
heart. "I Am Creation: Therefore I Create."

2.

Take control of your creative power! Jesus
answered them, Is it not written in your law, I
said, Ye are gods! – John 10: 34 (KJV).

3.

Insight: I encourage you to have faith in yourself and
your ability to impact the lives of those around you
positively. The workings of the Spirit can sometimes
feel complex, but accepting its presence within you
can bring about a profound transformation. God has
blessed your mind with the Holy Spirit's divine
presence, manifesting your thoughts and words. Your
faith and the insights you gain during meditation or
dreams are channels through which this divine
presence can flow. May you always be guided by the
Holy Spirit's wisdom and blessings. Amen.



Chapter Ten

Genesis 2: Tree Of Life

The Secret Garden

Bible Philosophy: The Tree of Life is a powerful
symbol representing the infinite spiritual possibilities
we encounter throughout our lives. As we journey
through life, we experience ebbs and flows, ups and
downs, and expand and contract, allowing us to
move easily through life's challenges. During difficult
or "down" times, we can reflect on how we got to this
point and focus on our purpose in life. It is essential
to remember that we are the creators of our destiny,
which leads us to question why we face challenging
circumstances. It is easy to forget that these moments
are temporary and not permanent, but if we aren't
careful, we can become stuck or frustrated. However,
these low moments allow us to recharge and prepare
for the high points in life. Reflecting during these
moments, we may discover divine guidance that can
carry us from the ebbs to the flows of life.



It takes practicing patience to become intuitive and
aware of our state of mind during these low
moments. Still, it is an opportunity to be grateful for
our journey and appreciate our accomplishments. As
children of the Most High God, we should not suffer
needlessly. Our purpose is to spread love and
positivity throughout the world. Reflection, gratitude,
wisdom, and productivity are essential ingredients in
becoming the light of the world. Instead of seeing low
moments as suffering, we should view them as an
opportunity for reflection and rejuvenation. Witness
how God strengthens us and prepares us for our next
season. By eating from the Tree of Life, we
accumulate the wisdom necessary for living a life of
abundance. Just as we eat, digest, and move
physically, we must also spiritually engage in
reflection, digestion, and action. It is that simple.
Therefore, let us embrace every moment of our lives,
both the highs and the lows and continue to grow in
our spiritual journey towards enlightenment.

Insight: Without Reflection, There Is No Vision!



Chapter Ten

Genesis 2: Tree Of Life

The Secret Garden Journal

What can I focus on (meditate) during low moments?



Chapter Ten

Genesis 2: Tree Of Life

The Secret Garden Journal

What have I accomplished with my meditation?



Chapter Ten

Genesis 2: Tree Of Life

The Secret Garden Journal

Did I recharge yet? If not, repeat the last two
exercises.



Chapter Ten

Genesis 2: Tree Of Knowledge

The Secret Garden

Bible Philosophy: The Tree of Knowledge of Good
and Evil symbolizes great significance to our spiritual
power. To simplify it, the Tree of Knowledge of Good
and Evil represents our perceptions, while the Tree
of Life represents our endless possibilities. As
everything has an opposite, we categorize our
options based on how we perceive them. Our
knowledge shapes our perceptions, and we tend to
see things as good or evil, positive or negative. When
we consume from the Tree of Knowledge of Good and
Evil, we form our perceptions and create our reality
based on whether we see things positively or
negatively. Thoughts are neutral until we decide
their outcome.



It is within our power to choose how we perceive
situations. We can either view them positively or
negatively. Issues only exist if we acknowledge them
as such. The mind has conscious and subconscious
sides; without spiritual awareness, false assumptions
get programmed into our subconscious. These
assumptions turn into beliefs that operate on
autopilot, clouding our perception. False narratives
can misguide us, and we change good possibilities
into problems. As a result, we lose hope in God's
promises and struggle to regain our footing in the
flow of life.

It's essential to digest thoughts (good and evil)
carefully. Just as we chew food thoroughly for better
digestion, we need to do the same with
understanding to become more aware and enhance
our perception. Surrounding ourselves with
positivity and quickening our intuition can help us
tap into the power and awareness of the Spirit of
God. By doing so, we can better understand the Tree
of Knowledge of Good and Evil and its significance in
our spiritual journey.

Insight: Without Awareness, There Is No Power!



Chapter Ten

Genesis 2: Tree Of Knowledge

The Secret Garden Journal

What possibilities have I misjudged?



Chapter Ten

Genesis 2: Tree Of Knowledge

The Secret Garden Journal

How can I get back on track?



Chapter Ten

Genesis 2: Tree Of Knowledge

The Secret Garden Journal

Where is my progress?



Bible Philosophy: Life is a continuous learning
journey, and we gain infinite knowledge along the
way. Imagine your mind as a garden of Eden and the
river as your spiritual oratory. Observe how the river
divides into four heads, each representing your
oration and delivery that will shape your path and
flow into the world. As we continue on our journey
as "Spirit Disciples," let us consider the impact of our
words and actions on ourselves and others.
The first river, Pison, means increase. Consider the
power of seeking wisdom from God before sharing
your thoughts. How much more impactful would
your speeches be? When we receive an increase in
spiritual wisdom, it strengthens our discipleship.
With this newfound knowledge, you can intensify
your impact on those who require guidance when
you prophesy or testify.

Chapter Ten

Genesis 2: The Rivers

The Secret Garden



The third river, Hiddekel, means rapid. As your
wisdom expands and excitement builds, staying
connected spiritually is essential. Many thoughts will
race through your mind, and it's crucial to
distinguish between what comes from the Spirit and
what stems from the ego before communicating your
persuasive oratory. 

The second river, Gihon, means bursting forth. As
wisdom increases, we are more determined to seek
opportunities to connect with others and offer
support when needed. We are so honored as disciples
to become engaged with fellowshipping that we get
excited to lift someone in need. Even if our efforts are
confidential, the sense of gratification and fulfillment
remains.

The fourth river, the Euphrates, means fruitfulness.
It's fulfilling to witness when our words positively
impact the lives of those around us. Whether
someone is struggling with pain, seeking career
advancement, or seeking guidance in their
relationships, our speech can make a significant
difference. Our words can manifest positive
outcomes and deepen our connection with God,
displaying the fruitfulness of our labor.



Lakes and oceans experience high and low tides, but
the "living water" constantly receives infinite energy
from God. The garden symbolizes the mind, and Eden
represents peace, powered by four energy paths. Our
mindset influences our speech, creating harmony
and activating spiritual connections. 

Life is like a battery, with positive and negative sides.
The negative keeps us grounded, while the positive
side gives us energy. This approach ensures we
receive blessings and maintain high spiritual energy
to be fruitful and multiply. As the light of the world,
we should strive for enough power to shine brightly.

Insight: Without Oratory, There Is No Understanding!



Chapter Ten

Genesis 2: The Rivers

The Secret Garden Journal

Is my energy attracting my blessings or keeping them
from me?



Chapter Ten

Genesis 2: The Rivers

The Secret Garden Journal

Am I grounded; can I take criticism?



Chapter Ten

Genesis 2: The Rivers

The Secret Garden Journal

Am I energized and blessing others?



Chapter Ten

My Journey

Time To Reflect Journal

Where is my life headed?



Chapter Ten

My Journey

Time To Reflect Journal

What makes me stronger?



Chapter Ten

My Journey

Time To Reflect Journal

What are my 30-day goals in life?



Chapter Ten

My Journey

Time To Reflect Journal

What are my 90-day goals in life?



Chapter Ten

My Journey

Time To Reflect Journal

What are my 6-month goals in life?



Chapter Ten

My Journey

Time To Reflect Journal

What are my 1-year goals in life?



Chapter Eleven

Matthew 13

Seedtime

Bible Verse: Another parable put he forth unto them,
saying, The kingdom of heaven is like to a grain of
mustard seed, which a man took, and sowed in his
field: Which indeed is the least of all seeds: but when
it is grown, it is the greatest among all herbs, and
becometh a tree, so that the birds of the air come and
lodge in the branches thereof. – Matthew 13:31-32
(KJV)

Bible Philosophy:  Remember that God supplies
everything! Every dream or vision you have is like a
mustard seed. Your belief sets those seeds into the
germination phase, and you begin to see movement
in your life because of your faith. Your intense desire
begins the rooting process, and The Spirit lays out the
blueprint for accomplishing your dreams.  Your
actions make the seeds grow into reality, and your
persistence gets you to the finish line. When the
process is complete, your cup will be running over
with blessings because of your determination,
faithfulness, and obedience. You're blessed to be a
blessing, so you share what God has manifested in
your life with your loved ones.



Action:
Believe in yourself because you are a child of God.1.
Act on every idea that flows through your mind.2.
Don't procrastinate!3.
Allow yourself to imagine greatness and
abundance; you are divine!

4.

Insight:  The seeds we plant into the kingdom
profoundly impact our outcomes. It becomes a reality
when we wholeheartedly believe in something and
have faith in it. Our belief system strengthens as we
trust the Spirit to fulfill our desires. Blessings
multiply and overflow into the lives of others,
creating a rich abundance for all. Be careful of your
thoughts when you begin fertilizing your seeds.



Chapter Eleven

Matthew 13

Seedtime Journal

What visions do I have for me and my family?



Chapter Eleven

Matthew 13

Seedtime Journal

What visions do I have for my job or business?



Chapter Twelve

Proverbs 10

The Harvest

Bible Verse:  He becometh poor that dealeth with a
slack hand: but the hand of the diligent maketh rich.
He that gathereth in summer is a wise son: but he
that sleepeth in harvest is a son that causeth shame. –
Proverbs 10:4-5 (KJV)

Bible Philosophy: The lazy person receives
according to their lack of action, just as the diligent
receives from their valent efforts. Meditate on your
desires and take the leap of faith; your harvest will
come in its due season. John 3:27 (KJV) states, "A man
can receive nothing except it be given him from
Heaven."



Seeking God Through Meditation

Action:
Always take advantage of the opportunities you
have in front of you.

1.

Become persistent in prayer and meditation.2.
Work diligently on your goals!3.
Stay focused and determined on completing your
tasks.

4.

Your movement influences God's movement!5.

Insight: Achieving spiritual wealth involves a change
in mindset rather than just hard work. While some
focus on unproductive activities, others strive to
achieve their goals through spiritual guidance and
determination. To find wealth, one must seek God.
Meditation generates manifestation, so listen to God's
voice to receive your blessings. Remember, there is a
season for everything, including your harvest, so
don't rush it. You will reap the rewards if you plant
your seeds properly during the appropriate time.
Amen.



Chapter Twelve

Proverbs 10

The Harvest Journal

Did I plant with obedience during seedtime?



Chapter Twelve

Proverbs 10

The Harvest Journal

Were my seeds in good soil (a good mindset)?



Chapter Twelve

Proverbs 10

The Harvest Journal

Has my harvest come in my due season?



Chapter Twelve

Proverbs 10

The Harvest Journal

What is my harvest?



Chapter Thirteen

Mathew 11

The Resting Place

Bible Verse:  Come unto me, all ye that labour and
are heavy laden, and I will give you rest. Take my
yoke upon you, and learn of me; for I am meek and
lowly in heart: and ye shall find rest unto your souls.
For my yoke is easy, and my burden is light. –
Matthew 11:28-30 (KJV)

Bible Philosophy: Here is where you can find peace
and balance in your spirit. After putting in hard
work, you may become exhausted and need rest.
Explore this type of meditation, where you
congratulate yourself for being disciplined and
steadfast in your faith journey. Also, you can be
grateful for God's anointing of your mind. You'll
understand how it was all possible as your mind
becomes still. This is mindful meditation time.



Action:
Galatians 6:4, "But let every man prove his work,
and then shall he have rejoicing in himself alone,
and not in another."

1.

Galatians 4:9, "And let us not be weary in well
doing: for in due season we shall reap, if we faint
not."

2.

Insight: We sometimes put a heavy load on ourselves
and must talk to God about releasing our pressure.
Your meditation time produces the peace you need
and provides the answers to all of your questions.
Those things, which ye have both learned, and
received, and heard, and see in me, do: and the God
of peace shall be with you. – Philippians 4:9 (KJV).
After this meditation, you will feel confident that
God's peace of mind and power are flowing through
you. The omnipresent Spirit is constantly present to
guide, renew, and prepare blessings for you. Amen.
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